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Student Slate Resigns
The first Senate meeting of the nessey ('72) said that there might
.academic year 1971-72was witness
be "no new election." He was
to four personal resignations,
making
reference
to
the•
which brought the total number of referendum question which is
resignations for this Senate to supposed to be put to the student
eight.
body sometime in October. It is
Effective
immediately
and
worded very plainly by Senator Ed
submitted a few weeks ago were Oliver as follows: "Should Student
the resignations of Vice President
Senate be abolished? Yes-No."
Ray Feeney and Senators Jeanne
Senate Advisor Consulted
Eggleston ( '73), Janice Mattson
The advisor to Senate was
('73), and Kathy Baraclough ('73) consulted and asked what he
on the basis of "personal
thought of the situation. Dean
problems". Effective November 1 Dixon McCool replied, "It's a
are the resignations of President
repetition and I'm sorry to see it."
Joe Lamarca ('73), Secretary
He went on to say that any
Peter Levy ('74), and Senators
resignation doesn't do any group
Harry Roll ('74) -and Bethany
any good. When asked what he
Williams (Senatof-at- Large), also thought of the referendum he
on the basis of "personal
responded, "I like the idea of the
problems".
referendum first; but do it in
Very little was said in ex- sufficient time so that if elections
planation of each resignation, with are necessary, they can be done by
November 1st."
the exception of Senator Harry
Roll, who stated that he felt that
The idea of abolishing Senate is
. "Senate was irresponsible" and not a new one and it seems so final
that it had "started some good that almost everyone
would
things but failed to complete · hesitate before making a comthem." He closed with the thought mitment. Dean McCool was asked
that "I hope that Senates in the if there was any suggestion for
future can do better, but I doubt revising Senate. He answered in
_the affirmative and mentioned a
it."
Of the many issues that were -type of representation (offered by
mentioned as reasons for the Patrick Sloan) which would be
resignations, the most frequeut one ml)re representative of the entire
was the hiring of a full-time student body. When _asked for
secretary for the purpose of filing further details, Mr. McCool said
and typing. The position was filled that the representation would be by
department.
Each
by Senate memper Larry DiRocco, academic
would
elect
who is Chairman of the Committee department
on Class and Organizational Affais representatives to the governing
body in accordance
with the
(the old Board of Governors).
Many people felt that it was population of students in the
department, a sort of House of
unethical to hire a Senate member,
while others thought that there was Representatives. With the advent
of the Curriculum Card (the pink_
no harm in it.
The President of Senate made one that contains your major,
his resignation effective November curriculum and minor), it would be
1 because he wanted to be sure that possible to have computer printhe elections for the new officers touts for each department rather
were held according to "due than an all-college alphabetical
process" as defined in the Senate listing. Mr. McCool went on to say,
constitution. Upon hearing this "Personally, I like it."
statement, Senator Gary Hen-

Kaufman Speaks
"College As A
Social Contract"

Short Term
Loans

Rhode Island College President
Joseph Kauffman, speaking at the
freshman convocation on September 19, warned incoming freshmen that they face a great deal of
freedom at Rhode Island College,
and that, to cope with this freedom,
they will require initiative. Services and instructors exist, of
which the student can avail himself, but. it is the student, said
Kauffman, who must take the first
step. The new curriculum likewise
requires that the student take
initiative, since the amount of his
learning will be deter.mined by the
amount of work he puts in.
Kauffman also criticized those
who complain that colleges are
overcrowded and are training
people to fill unavailable jobs in
equally overcrowded careers, such
as engineering and physics. Rather
than serving for career training,
the President claimed that the
purpose of college· is to develop
"better persons." He called for the
use of our schools as "forces for
reconciliation and healing the deep
social wounds which have been
revealed in the past few years."
In an apparent allusion to the

By last Friday, the short term
loan program of Rhode Island
College had been drained of its
vital and all-purpose financial
capabilities, according to William
H. Hurry, Director of Financial
Aid.
Mr. Hurry cited as the cause of
this temporary depletion the great
demand for last-minute tuition
payment loans and the usual
number
of "caught
short"
students. He also said that the
stabilization of the two loan accounts is unpredictable. He further
added that most students who have
taken out loans do so until their
next paycheck
arrives,
thus
enabling them to remit the original
loan. The standard 30-day limit on
these small loans is an assurance
that the loan program will be
reinstated shortly.
Mr. Hurry recalled only one
recent request since the loan freeze
that he was unable to fulfill.
This loan program draws its
assets from two separate accounts.
An Alumni Fund, set up by the
Class of 1942 of Rhode Island
College, ·is available, as is the
Margaret Hill Irons Fund.
The program was very helpful
last spring when state funds were
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Administration Criticized
The first meeting of the Council
of Rhode Island College for the
academic year 1971-1972showed
signs of faculty dissatisfaction with
both the Council itself and the
College Administration.
The monthly meeting of the
Council was called to order by
Chairman Patrucco
on Wednesday,
September
22 at
2:15 p.m. in Adams Library,
Conference Room number one. The
first order of business was the
approval of the previq_usminutes, a
revised copy of which was
distributed immediately before the
vote to approve was taken. It
passed 20 in favor, none opposed,
and none abstaining.
The Council next considered the
election of members to the Committee on Committees.
The
outgoing Chairman of that committee was informed that there
was pressing business to be conducted by the Graduate Committe,
and was, therefore, asked, by
Chairman Patrucco, to have the
Committe on Committees appoint
the
Graduate
Committee's
membership as soon as possible.
While the ballots were being
counted on the election to the
Committee
on Committees,
Chairman Patrucco introduced the
members of Council to each other.
Chairman Patrucco then went on
to discuss the scheduling ·of additional meetings for Council
beyond the· normally scheduled
monthly meeting. A motion to set
asiqe October 27, November 22
March 22, and May 24 for extra
meetings of Council. Beyond this,
and as a result of expressed concern over the possibility
of
Council's failing to represent the
faculty, at least ·two of the additional dates are to be reserved
for open faculty forums at which
the rules of order shall be suspended allowing for "a free
range of discussion."
A reliable source indicated that'
members of the faculty are
disgruntled over Council's failure
to act on the matter of pay increases. The motion to reserv.e

additional dates for Council was
F. Dolyak's communication
approved 23-0-3.
from the Biology Department
Chairman Patrucco then went on concerning 4.1.14 and 4.1.13 of the
to acknowledge
that a comFaculty
Manual
(Add-Drop
munications problem between the
period) was placed before Council.
Council and the Faculty does exist.
The Council was in favor of
As a possible remedy,
Dr.
receiving the communication;
Patrucco indicated that he would however,· a dispute arose over
communicate to all department
where to refer the communication
chairmen, asking them-to reserve
for action.
times at their departmental
The communication from the
Biology Department expressly
meetings for their representative
to Council to report. In those cases stated that the matter shoulq go to
wher~ a representative to Council a Faculty Committee. A motion
has tieen elected to Council by a was made and seconded to send the
multiple
constituency,
Dr. matter to the Academic Standing
Patrucco
indicated
that the Committee, a committee that has
member need report only to his -administrative members as well as
faculty members.
own department.
1
Dr. Dolyak stated that, "We do
After having concluded his
comments
upon
the
com- not have confidence· in the
munications
problems,
Dr. Academic Standing Committee."
He further
commented,
imPatrucco received suggestions
which ranged from the use of mediately before the vote ,was
cassette tape recorders to the taken, "A vote in favor of this
Student Press, none of which motion is a vote in favor of the
recent actions of the Academic
received action.
Standing Committee."
The results of the election on the
The Council eventually voted to
Committee on Committees was
then announced: Dr .. Anghinetti, . send the matter to the Academic
Standing Committee, the rationale
Associate Professor of English;
Dr. Dolyak, Professor of Biology; being that the committee already
existed.
Dr. Gossner, Professor of French;
The Executive
Committee
Dr.
Delucia,
Professor
of
response to the charge to explore
Psychology.
A report from the Ad Hoc means of ensuring the absence of
in
faculty
Committee on Ethnic studies was capnc10usness
evaluation was postponed until the
plac.ed before Council. Both
next meeting.
Professors Alam and Anghinetti
The two reports from the Byinquired about the difference
Laws
Committee
were
inbetween Ethnic Studies and Black
Studies, the latter already exising · completely dealt with at the
September 22 meeting and will be
on campus.
Dr. Kauffman
suggested that the Council hold taken up at the next Council
meeting.
discussion until such time as Dean
In the two hour-plus meeting
Shinn could be present. Dean Shinn
little was actually acted upon.
walked into the room. Chairman
What did happen was the surfacing
Patrucco commented,
"Speak
of complaint with both the Council
of the devil." The Council broke
and the administration.
_ The
fnto laughter, as it did many times
Council will still have to deal with
during the afternoon.
the faculty at the open meetings,
Dean Shinn left the meeting
and it is reported that the prime
without conversing
upon the
Ethnic Studies report. Council 1 topic will be faculty pay raises. On
voted to receive and place upon a the other hand, the administration
is faced with a developing rift with
, future agenda the report from the
the faculty.
Ad Hoc Committee on Ethnic
Studies.

David, Baker Interviewed
Last Wednesday night, Student
Senate President Joe Lamarca
submitted his resignation,
effective November 1. After the
meeting Secretary Peter Levy,
Senator Bethany Williams, and
Acting Vice President Harry Roll
also submitted their resignations.
The formal Senate acceptance of
these resignations is still pending.
President Lamarca, stated that
he will remain in office until
November 1 to allow time for
presidential elections to be held. If
Mr. Lamarca
decides not to
remain in office until November,
Treasurer
David Baker will
become Acting President.
In an interview, Dave noted that
the main reason given by the
resigning officers was that the
Student Senate seldom followed up
on its own ideas. He recalled that
the
Budget
Commission's
suggestion on how to handle
student finances was ignored by
the Senate.
Reflecting
on· his pending
position, Dave said, "Now. you

want honesty, right? Because I am brought up by Dave, who feels that
naturally
a sophomore, I don't know if I can the Administration
student
government
constitutionally be President. I favors
haven't really made a decision if I because the alternative would
will stay, even as Treasurer."
· mean increased paper-work for the
David
comThis latest shake-up in the Administration.
Senate points up some very basic mented, "It's convenient the way
questions about student govern- it's set up now - we do the work,
ment at R.I.C. Dave reflected, "I they have the power.''
used to think when I was elected
As of this writing, Treasurer
that our (Senate's) main function David Baker is the only member of
was to allocate the Student Activity the Senate Executive Board who
Fee. But when we tried to give has not resigned. Referring to the
Athletics less than the Ad- current weakness of the Senate,
ministration wanted Athletics to Dave went on with "Why should I
get, they in effect took away our keep the college books?" When
powers to allocate. Therefore, I see -asked if he would run again, he
no real need, on this campus, for replied, "Not with this type of
this type of student government."
government."
Perhaps
It is certainly time to think very questioning the need for any type
carefully about the alternatives to of student government will "Wake
student government. There is a lot some people up," Dave said.
of confusion about what RIC's
Previous resignations include
accreditation status would be if the Senators
Cathy Baraclough,
Senate permanently dissolved.
Janice Mattson, and Jeanne
David stressed· that student
Eggleston
as well as Vice
government would have no in- President Ray Feeney.
fluence on our accreditation. A
very practical consideration was
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EDITORIAL
During the. past two years, student government on this
·campus has become a joke, and a very poor one ai that. It
is not the sole fault of the Student Senators, nor is 'it the sole
fault of their constituents; it is the fault of all the people on
this campus for not wanting to become involved.
Involvement, it seems, means work - and more and more
people are coming to this college only to get their degree
and not do anything else. Perhaps this is the fault of our
society. However if we, the new society, permit this mminvolvement to continue, then it is our own fault that no one
cares.
The people at this college, if they are representative of
all colleges, are quite amazing. More and more students,
when asked about the current money crisis of the state and
the substantial boost in tuition, reply that they do not know
anything about it since their parents paid their bill for
them and the students never bothered asking their parents
how much it was.
Is this what is going to happen to us? Are we only going
to graduate, get a job, get~married, raise children and
when their time comes to go to college - pay their bills for
them?
We call ourselves adults; is this true? Could many of us
continue to exist· if there were not someone in higher
positions making rules for us to obey? Could any one of us
take over _.,this college and run it as it is now - an
educational institution? Probably not.
Yet the few students who do try to run a few things at this
college are so hated by their colleagues that they resign
from their offices rather than keep trying. This attitude
, against involvement must be abolished if we havr any
hope of becoming responsible citizens. And it must be
abolished now before we rid ourselves of· making the
decision.

LE'I.IERS to the EDITOR
Dear Editor:
When one reads Article II of the
Senate constitution, which deals
with the purpose
of this
organization, there can be found
phrases such as ''the general
welfare
of
the
college'',
"cooperative efforts of the student
body", ,"spirit of unity" and
"professional spirit". It is unfortunate that, in reality, Senate
does not fulfill any of these rather
idealistic goals. Instead, it plays
the role of a non-functioning body
to perfection, totally devoid of any
power or influence. In meeting
weekly, it accomplishes a great
deal of nothing, while taking so
long to do so that even its most
effective non-doers get bored.
Aside from this, the Senate has
engaged in a series ·of unethical
practices which throws an even
worse light on this already shaky
group. For example, the Senate
established a Budget Commission,
funded it, and proceeded to fail in
following up on its findings. (This
is in particular
reference to
athletics and the ensuing difficulties.)
To continue,
the
President Pro Tern has been
elected on a permanent basis while
lacking a supporting clause in the
Constitution to that effeet. The
Cabinet has been appointed purely
to undermine the efforts of the
Executive Board, which could not
make decisions because of the
obstinacy of the President. Mr.
Lamarca has shown his dedication
by running for office with the
knowledge that he would be
student-teaching
the following

Movie Review

TOGETHER
To be both. commercial and
honest at the same time is a very .
difficult thing to accomplish in
virtually any field. But to be both
commercial on the one hand and
honest on the other in a film
dealing almost exclusively with
sex is undoubtedly almost · impossible. You have to be one thing
or the other; to be both is a virtual
impossibility, since any sex filtn is,
by its very nature, history and
reputation,
exploitive
(and
therefore, because of its desired
burden, commercial to a degree
where honesty has no remaining
purposeful place). So you shuck
honesty, just as you do good taste
most of the time, by the wayside.
Your purpose as a hack filmaker
(which is what you are by the
nature and direction of your paltry
though highly lucrative trade) is to
titillate short and simple, to
provide continuing wet dream
fantasies for the forlorn viewing
public. This is your trade and
nothing more, and your motive for
all ,this is the everlasting greenback that the movie-goer (who only
of course wants to be titillated to
begin - with) forks over at the
waiting boxoffice.
Together is a film largely of the
popular genre described above
that does not shuck honesty
completely. It is not wholly
commercial and it is not wholly
-exploitive of sex (the two usuallygo hand in hand to experience
unenforced
charges
of pornography and gold-mine boxoffice
receipts). And it is not pornographic, either, though· its
language and some of its more
daring footage leave little to be
guessed at most of the time.
Everything in and about Together
stresses sex as an act of tremendous importance that should never
be considered smutty or unnatural.
With this idea always in mind, even
the most explicit se;x scenes in the
film are not pornographic. They
are shockingly frank, perhaps,-but
they do not insult sex; they do no
injustice in and of themselves. It
can be said of such scenes that they
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are offensive in the sense that they in several instances. The camera,
need not be put on film in the first for instance, lovingly dwells on
place- that they are vulgar to a select portions of well-shaped
sense of respectable taste. But that female anatomy (and gorgeous
is not to say that they are female anatomy it is, too- this is
necessarily
obscene or por- one sex film with all beautiful
nographic. A question of taste is people strutting about. No one is
not, nor should it ever be, the same supposed to be acting and yet not a
thing as a question of morality.
row of teeth is crooked. There are
The way to a deeper, more loving no flabby breasts, no chunky
and lasting union between two thighs- come on, now! ) . We are
people, the film points out time and also not spared the sight- though
time again, must have a good deal few in the audience would like to be
of its motivation and impetus spared the sight- of two couples
through a full and soberly honest exhibiting
the
lovemaking
sexual contact. Promiscuity,
technique (i.e. humping) in at least
seemingly a modern ill, is never thirty different positions. They are
outrightly condemned in the film, a horny lot - we must grant them
but as a sexual life-style it is that. All this exercise is done to
considered, through experience, to background sitar music while a
be a frustrating failure, symp- female narrator (in a terribly
tomatic of a mass urban culture phony guru voice) supposedly
that seems to move too fast with an reads from an ancient book of
almost hectic abandon; a deper- karma which instructs lovers on
sonalizing, largely permissive
their separate roles in the gaining
culture that stresses quantity
of union with their fellow humper.
instead of quality.
The purpose
of all
this
But though the film is honest to a exhibitionism is never made enlarger and more welcomed degree tirely clear in the film and it seems
than the usual documentary type to have no constructive purpose
sex-exposes of the past years other than to excite the audience.
(there have been, and no doubt will
A matter of authenticity- though
continue to be, countless numbers hardly in the case of the humpersof them), I did not find it totally also arises to provoke doubt about
honest by any means. It seems, for the film as a whole. A large part of
all intents and purposes anyway, to Together is devoted to an inside
be largely honest in what it at- · look at an upstate New York
tempts to tell us about the sexual retreat where a supposed Doctor
relations of people today and of the Carey and his group of young
problems frequently encountered- · patients approach the question of
and we should give credit where sexual relationships in a totally
credit is due, but the conspiring frank and open manner. We ·see
taint of commercialism,
the this group in paired teams dancing
,contrived admittance of a sneaky and singing, playing ring-aroundtitillation at work is there in the the rosy
( hide-and-go-seek,
film as well, and one cannot help perhaps?), and though they obthinking that perhaps the point of viously explore each other in
the film is merely just a sneaky ~utual sexual discovery a good
maneuver to mark time- to impart part of the time, the camera never
a half-hearted sense of supposed allows us a look at this activity- the
social value to something whose two couples wh~ do perform the
actual
intentions
are quite interlocked gymnastic feats are
otherwise.
not members, ~o far as the film
In this respect it is no doubt an makes clear, of Doc Carey's
ambiguous film. Is it really honest playful group. But one inevitably
or is it playing games with us? We asks- who is Doctor Carey
can never tell for sure.
anyway? (He looks decidely unIts honesty comes into jeopardy .Professional- a gnomish little man

semester and therefore could not
possibly devote the time necessary
for the position. He has also
demonstrated his good faith by
announcing to the Faculty Council
that Ken Hokenson would be th,e
next student member of the
Council while telling Senate that he
is open to compromise about it, and
would consider all the possibilities.
Also, there is the matter of Mr.
DiRocco's seeking the job of
Senate Secretary, after the Budget
Commission announced that it
would be more beneficial if the
secretary came from outside the
college community. It is inconceivable how a student could
possibly handle that job, _while
simultaneously being a full-time
student and a Senator.
In short, future affiliation with
this body can only result in possible
character assassinatiin, among
other equally worthy fates.
Therefore, this letter is to announce the resignations from the
Student Senate of Peter Levy,
Bethany Williams and myself. We
hope that future Senators can
accomplish something of value for
the student body, but we are fully
convinced that such a hope is
futile.
With deep disappointment,
Harry Roll
Peter Levy
Bethany Williams

Dear Sirs:
It appears that another chapter
in the continuing farce called
student government
on this
campus is about to be written. The
various and sundry officers of our
Student Senate once again in. a
flight of whimsy resigned en masse
in a flagrant display of the
dramatic and a blatant display of
irresponsibility.
It seems that there is an underlying ulterior motive for this
foolish but not a typical move. It
seems that certain elements on this
campus are going to attempt to
abolish the student senate. This
might be a worthy effort if the
intent is to improve the quality of
student government, _butthis is not
the purpose. The real purpose is to
allow certain individuals to continue on the ego trips which they
have been charting for the past few
years. It is our sincere hope that
some sort of sensible course will
prevail and the irrational course
which has pervaded the student
government scene here in the past
will not be rerun again this year. It
is about time the Student Senate
and especially its opponents stop
acting like the campus side show.
Hopefully, the Student Senate will
be able to fulfill its role as a service
to the students this year without
being inundated with inane and
purposeless harassment as has
been the practice in the past.
Sincerely,
Gary Hennessey
Senior Class Senator
·
Al Bettencourt
:senior Class President

The Meal,Ticket Dilemma
Many students have been looking
for an explanation concerning

Jewish Students'

Union Formed

Last year, through the efforts 01
some concerned Jewish students,
RIC saw its first Jewish Students'
Union formed. Last year was a
beginning, the formation of an
organization; there were plenty of
problems, as there still are. But
even with the problems we ran one
major project. We provided
Kosher for Passover food for those
who desired it.
As this new year begins we still
have problems.
The major
problem is finding out who is on
campus that we can work with. To
have a strong organization we need
people. If you are Jewish and
looking for some sdrt of Jewish
activities on campus, let us know.
We especially appeal to freshmen students who are Jewish. With
you we can bujld this organization.
Come into our office in Room 303of
the Student Union. The J.S.U.
wants you; we hope you want it.
resembling a latter-day Toulouse
Lautrec.) And ju.st who are all the
youthful members of his experimental group frolicking in the
New York wilderness? They are all
uniformly handsome specimens
(which seems fishy to begin with)
but beyond that they are all natural
actors in front of the camera. Who
are they? Why were they chosen as
members of this experimental
group? Does, or did, this group
even exist? The film, most conveniently for its sake, it would
seem, never tells.
The audience seems to. get what
it pays for anyway. What it pays
for, of course, is titilation and
though it could probably do better
in that respect at the Rustic
Drive-In (it would get to see two
films instead of one and, taking its
cue from what goes on so easily on
the screen, it could do something
about its excited state in the dark
and private confines of a.,car in a
way that two seats in a ·crowded
indoor theatre could never afford),
one could never have had the scene
that occurred in the Elmwood
theatre the evening I crept in,

meal tickets and food services on
weekends. Formerly, meal tickets
were usable seven days a week.
Unfortunately, only 20% of the
residents stayed on weekends.
Students found· the extra expense
of the seven-day tickets to be
impractical, so they became optional, giving residents a choice of
a five or seven-day food service.
This became expensive and
wasteful for the college itself. The
advisory board decided to cut down
to a five-day plan, with an additional $50 payment for those who
desired weekend service. This plan
became difficult for the kitchen
staff in planning for food purchases
and preparing meals, besides
causing another waste problem.
We now have only a five-day
plan, although Mr. Schrott and the
advisory committee are willing to
consider all suggestions from
interested resident students; the
committee is also open to all
students' suggestions a bout food
quality. Mr. Schrott is interested in
a program which would break even
financially and at the same time
satisfy the stud~nts' taste and
convenience.
hoping not to appear to noticeable
by my solitary presence, and took
my seat amongst all the respectable married couples out for a
night at the movies. In the far right
corner that evening sat a group of
adolescent rowdies who chortled
comments and passionate sighs all
through the course of the film- and
loudly at that. They were entertainers
with a receptive
audience and they performed
splendidly. But there is one incredible scene in Together, (I am
sure we shall never see its like
again) where a black man's
member rises majestically upon
stimulation from ·a flower wielded
gingerly and most seductively by
his playful mate. As this happened
there was shocked silence in the
theater - and then, most brazenly
(though in aftermath it seems so
perfectlya propo•), from out of the
right corner came a trumpeting
cry of "TETTTT-HUTT! ", which
sent the entire audience into a fit of
relieved and contagious laughter
such as one has not heard in public
in years .
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Residence Halls :
ASUllllllary
Mary

Tucker

Thorp

Hall,

dedicated November 12, 1961.
Named in honor of Mary Tucker
and faculty
Thorp, graduate
member of RIC. She has been
honored for her forty years of
dedicated service, cooperation and
, inspiring guidance.
Dr.
During his presidency,
William C. Gaige and Mr, Ralph
Lamborghini designed the unique
pattern for Thorp Hall, including
the common lounge with individual
bedrooms, which has been incorporated into the design of our
other three dorms and copied by
other colleges.
Mary A. Weber Hall, dedicated
December 12, 1965. Named in
honor of Mary A. Weber, professor
of mathematics from 1924 to 1952.
Upon her death in 1965 she left an
amount of $280,000 in a bank account, of which Rhode Island
College was granted over $125,000
through her will; this was the first

Butler

<Reprinted from the April 1, 1955
Anchor)

Browne

Hall,

dedicated September 28, 1969.
Named in honor of Dr. Rose Butler
Browne, the first Negro woman to
graduate from RIC, who has " ..
.devoted her life to the education of
children and the preparation of
teachers." Browne Hall is the third
residence hall to be opened on the
campus. The campus infirmary is
located on the first level; it has
twelve in-patient units and an outpatient. facility for commuting
students.
The directors of the halls are:
Thorp Hall - Miriam Boyajian;
Suggs;
Weber Hall - Gerald
Browne Hall - Mrs. Margaret
McCarthy; and Willard Hall Manuel Stevos.
Cont. (rom P. 4
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<Photo by David Smith)

Webber Hall

<Photo by David Smith)

Thorp Hall
--------------.·
Anchor

Needs
Help
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Resident Rules Established

legacy of major proportions to be
given to the College. The money
has been used by Weber students to
bring outstanding lecturers to the
campus throughout the years.
Rose

ESDAY, SEPTEMBER

Al'i readers of our lead story on until eleven on a weekend night.
of III. Dormitory conduct:
transfer
the forthcoming
A. No card-playing, smoking,
R.I.C.E. will realize, when our
or drinking of alcoholic beverages
college moves on to the present
or beverages containing caffeine
Brown campus, there will be a
will be allowed within the dor. number of dormitories available
mitory.
for residence by women students.
B. The following bell schedule
The Dean of Women's office is now
will be self-explanatory:
consulting with other institutions
throughout the country in an effort
6:00-Rising Bell
inspects
to develop a code or set of
6: 05-Housemother
procedures by which to govern the
rooms to see that all are up.
women who will live in these
6:30-Breakfast (a nurse's excuse
dormitories. Their suggested draft
must be presented by any student
follows:
· not attending).
I. Residence requirements:
7:00 a.m.-4:00-Quiet hours. No
A. All freshmen and sophomore
radios may be played, no piano
women shall be required to reside
playing, no typewriting. Silent
With
in a college dormitory.
study throughout the dormitory.
special permission approved by
12:00-Luncheon (see breakfast
the faculty committee supervising
for regulation re Non-attendance.)
the dormitories, junior and senior
4: 00-4: 30-Hours during which
women whose homes are within
radio, piano, and typewriter may
one mile of the college may be
be employed. Quiet hours resume
allowed to live at home, if their
from 4:30 until Lights Out.
averages are above 3.8.
5: 00-Dinner ( see breakfast for
B. All women in the college,
regulation re non-attendance).
whether living at home or in
9:30-Lights Out
9:35-(and at other times during
dormitories, will be required to
the night) Housemother inspects
follow the regulations of this code
rooms to see all are asleep.
or face expulsion from the college.
C. Gentlemen callers will be
II. Hours regulations:
allowed to enter the dormitory
A. Freshmen women will be
during the 4: 00-4:30 "Noisy" hour
permitted to be outside the doron Sundays. They may be received
mitory until eight o'clock each
only in the prescence of the
weeknight evening. Upon receiving
housemother.
from the
special permission
D. Among taboo items in the
faculty committee, approval for
dormitory and on campus will be:
which must be received thirty days
dungarees, slacks, bermuda shorts
before the date the special perand skirts, and similar informal
mission is desired, they will be
garb. Those who are wearing
permitted on two occasions during
curlers must remain in their
each semester to remain away
rooms. The housemother will in,
from the dormitory until ten
spect each resident before resident
o'clock on a weekend evening.
leaves dormitory to check her
Otherwise, the eight o'clock rule
garb, which will include stockings
will prevail.
and dress shoes, unless student is
B. Sophomore women will have
bound for a gym class.
the same hours as freshmen
E. No food of any kind will be
women, as will all upperclass
kept in dormitory rooms. Beds
women on probation.
must be made before breakfast.
C. Junior and Senior women
Shades must be drawn at sundown.
will be eligible to remain away
Inspectors from the Dean's office
from the dormitory until nine each
will make surprise checks at
weeknight evening, and by special
frequent intervals to see that these
permission as explained above
regulations are followed.
may twice a semester remain out

Cont. from P.
turmoil last spring in the General
Assembly and Board of Regents
over education funding, President
to Rhode
referred
Kauffman
Island College as representing d
between the
"social contract"
generations. He defined this social
contract as funding by the older
generation to aid the younger to
more
and
better
become
productive persons, and to continue the cycle when their time
comes.

Anchor
Needs
Staff
Help
Test Dates
Announced

College seniors preparing to
teach school may take the National
Teacher Examinations on any of
the four different test dates announced today by Educational
Testing Service, a nonprofit,
educational organization which
prepares and administers this
testing program.
ew dates for the testing of
RIC JEWISH STUDENTS' UNION
are:
teachers
prospective
ovember 13, 1971, and January
29, April 8, and July 15, 1972.The
RIC Jewish Students Are Alive At RIC.
tests will be given at nearly 500
locations throughout the United
ETS said.
States,
Pride.
Show
Sometimes They Even
Results of the ational Teacher
Examinations are used by many
large school districts as one of
What About You?
several factors in the selection of
new teachers and by several states
for certification or licensing of
Inquire About The Jewish Students' Union
Some colleges also
teachers.
require all seniors preparing to
teach to take the examinations ..
In
The school · systems and state
departments of education which
use the examination results are
SU 303 Or Call Ext. 498.
listed in an NTE leaflet entitled
Scorr Users which may be obtained by writing to ETS.
On each full day of testing,
prospective teachers may take the
which
Common Examinations
professional
their
measure
general
and
preparation
educational background and a
Teaching Area Examination which
measures their mastery of the
subject they expect to teach.
teachers should
Prospective
contact the school systems in
which they seek employment, or
Loan
their colleges, for specific advice
Cont. from P.
on which examinations to take and
on which dates they should be
delayed and many of the 400 taken.
The Bulletin of Information for
students on the campus work-study
Candidatrs contains a list of test
payrolls were without funds. Short
centers, and information about the
term loans aided students during
as well as a
examinations,
this delay.
Registration Form. Copies may be
These loans are not consideted
obtained from college placement
as true financial aid; therefore, no
personnel
school
officers,
Parents' Confidential Statements
or directly from
departments,
o interest is
are necessary.
National Teacher Examinations.
charged except on extremely
<Photo by David Smith)
Testing
Box 911, Educational
delinquent balances. while the
Service, Princeton, New Jersey
Alumni fund demands a 25 cent
08540.
service charge.

Sports
Needs

Writers

Kauffman

F. In any case of failure to
comply with these regulations, the
student concerned will be reported
by the housemother to the Dean's
office. The Dean will take appropriate action, which may range
from expulsion to restriction to
student's room.
We are sure that each Ricean
will agree that this remarkably
code for dormitory
liberal
regulation should be adopted.
with the slipshod
Compared
supervision given our sister co-eds
at other colleges where little attention is paid to their welfare, we
are indeed fortunate. Here, our
administrators are giving every
consideration to regulation hours
and conduct in such a way as to
promote the health and academic
success of ~ach student.

Browne Hall
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Dr. Cheney
Willard to be dedicated
and/or complaints to contact him
Dedication services for Willard
in his office in Craig-Lee Hall. He
Hall, planned for Sunday, October
feels that Willard Hall presents an
17, 1971, have been postponed
because of a conflicting event - the opportunity for an alternative
inauguration of the new President · choice in campus dorm housing.
Considering all four dorms as a
of Providence College, the Very
Rev. Thomas Peterson, O.P. In community, Dr. Cheney has much
hope for the coming programming
lieu of the October 17 dedication,
selfincluding
of activities,
there will be a short program and
reception on Sunday, October 31, governing through the "InterDorm Council", which has the
honoring Dr. Charles B. Willard,
vice president and dean of the function of deciding on rules such
as desk duty, curfew, quiet hours
Miss Mary Davey,
college.
Director of Public Relations, is and the like.
Many improvements have been
supervising the program planning.
The dedication was authorized by made in all dorms and more are
Dr. Kauffman, President of the planned for the coming year. For
the first time there will be a
College, and the Board of Regents.
man
maintenance
regular
Willard Hall was first designated
assigned to the campus. Students
as a male dorm and may evencan also earn money by working in
100% malebecome
tually
the dorms and on the campus
populated, if student opinion favors
grounds. Commuting students also
it. Presently, 20% of the residents
are urged to feel at home on
are female. Accomodations have
campus and take part in the exbeen planned mainly to suit male
panded activities during the week
preference in such aspects as color
and on weekends. Dr. Cheney has a
scheme, furniture, etc.
for·
assistant
graduate
Dr. Cheney, Assistant Dean of new
housing, Zoe Garabedian, who can
apresident halls, expressed
be contacted in Craig-Lee Hall and
preciation for the patience of the
for any further problem she or Mr.
dorm students with the furnishing
Manuel Stevos, director at Willard,
procedures and encourages anyone
may be of assistance.
interested in voicing his opinions

The R.I.C. Theatre Department
opened the 1971-1972school year
with Brendan Behan's The Hostage
last week; a sixth performance
was added since the five originally
scheduled performances were sold
was done
out. The Hostage
originally this summer as part of
the summer session. This is the
second year that a repeat performance has been done. Last year
at this time Revolution Antigone
was presented. Dr. P. William
Hutchinson of the Speech-Theatre
Department commented: "It's a
good idea because it gets things off
to a fast start as far as the theatre
program is concerned."
Norman Ranone, who had the
lead in The Hostage, will be joining
Trinity Square Repertory Company this year as an acting fellow.
Norman, who has had the lead in
several other productions last
year, will be seen in Shakespeare's
Troilus and Cressida, which opens
in the beginning of November.
Tryouts were held last week for
the first major production of the
1971-1972 R.l.C. theatre season,
Somerset
by
Circle,
Thl'
Maugham. The Circle will be
directed by Mr. Joseph D. Graham
and will be presented the first
weekend in November. The cast is
as follows:
Arnold Champion-Cheney .
.Ronald Stetson; Maid ... still open
for casting. Mrs. Anna Shenstone .
.. Donna Bettencourt; Elizabeth
.Diane
.
Champion-Cheney
Warren; Edward Luton ... Thomas
Doyle; Clive Champion-Cheney ..
.Keith Tabela; Butler ... James
Ernest; Lady Catherine Champion-Cheney ... Linda Pugliese and
Lady Porteous ... John Hicks.

RIC Theatre
Moliere's Le's Fourberies de
Scapin will be performed by Les
Jeunes Comediens du Theatre,
Thursday, September 30, 1971 at
8: 15 p.m. in Roberts Theatre.
Admission is free and no tickets
are necessary. A reception will be
held following the performance in
the Alumni Lounge in Roberts
Hall.
The one hour performance is
presented by the Department of
and the
Modern Languages
in
Department,
Speech-Theatre
cooperation with the R.I. State
Council on the Arts.
du
Comediens
Les Jeunes
Theatre is the French Canadian
theatre troupe sponsored by the
National Arts Center of Canada
and the United States National
Endowment for the Arts. The
Maine,
touring
is
. troupe
Massachusetts and R.I. this year
and will play at high schools in the
area also.

Residence Halls
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Willard Hall
Prepare for Marriage
and
A week of instruction
discussion for couples planning to
be married in the near future will
be offered in the month of
November. Registration cards are

available in the Chaplains' Offices,
Student Union, Room 302. Those
planning to attend are asked to
register as soon as possible.

Want to meet new people? Gain
new experiences? Students for
Community Service wants you - to
spend an hour or two a week doing
volunteer work. The kinds of work
available include speech therapy,
tutoring at area schools, hospital
work, group work, the Big Buddy
for
Progress
at
program
Providence Inc. and the Children's
Center, work with the handicapped
at Fogarty Center, Meeting Street
School and Bradley Hospital,
gifted children's programs, food
stamp organization, work with the
aged, adult education and alcoholic
and drug counseling.
Serving on the committee this
Mccredie,
year are Dennis
Adrieene Plasse, Jean Lavoie,
Mary Wheelan and Kathy McDevitt.
For those who care enough and
are interested contact the Community Service in Student Union
Room 304 or call Extension 505.
Office hours are 9-4:30 Monday
through Thursday and 9-3 on
Friday.
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Testing I - 2 - 3
Testing Service
Educational
today that underannounced
graduates and others preparing to
go to graduate school may take the
Graduate Record Examinations on
any of six different test dates
during the current academic year.
The first testing date for the
GRE is October 23, 1971. Scores
from this administration will be
reported to the graduate schools
around December 1. Students
planning to register for the October
test date are advised that applications received by ETS after
October 5 will incur a $3.50 late
registration fee. After October 8,
there is no guarantee that applications for the October test date
can be processed.
The other five test dates are
December 11, 1971, January_ 15,
February 26, April 22, and June 17,
1972. Equivalent late fee and
registration deadlines apply to
these dates. Choice of test dates
should be determined by the

requirements of graduate schools
or fellowships to which one is
applying. Scores are usually
reported to graduate schools five
weeks after a test date.
Record
Graduate
The
Examinations include an Aptitude
Test of general scholastic ability
and Advanced Tests measuring
achievement in 19 major fields of
study. Full details and registration·
forms for the GRE are contained in
the 1971-72 GRE Information
Bulletin, The Bulletin also contains
for
and instructions
forms
requesting transcript service on
GRE scores already on file with
ETS. This booklet is available on
most campuses or may be ordered
from: Educational Testing Service, Box 955, Princeton, New
Jersey 08540; Educational Testing
1947 Center Street,
Service,
94704;
California
Berkeley,
Educational Testing Service, 960
Grove Street, Evanston, Illinois
60201.

Senate hires
Senate Hires Secretary
The Student Senate voted to hire
one of its -own members as
secretary and office manager of
Senate at its meeting last Wednesday, September 22. The salary
which Mr. Lawrence DiRocco, a
full time student, will receive, is
$3,120.
Joseph Lamarco, President of
Senate, speaking in favor of
Senator DiRocco's being hired,
indicated that Mr. DiRocco would
be unable to continue in school
unless he received the position and
the subsequent salary.
·Under questioning at the Senate
meeting, Mr. DiRocco corrected
but
Mr. Lamarca 's statement,
indicated that he would be unable
to continue on Senate unless he

received the position.
The Senate was acting upon a
recommendation of last year's
budget commission in considering
the hiring of a secretary; however,
and Cothe past Chairman
Chairman disagreed upon hiring a
member of Senate. John Cerrito,
co-chairman, spoke in favor, while
Pat Sloan, chairman, was opposed.
In the motion to hire Mr.
DiRocco there was no mention of
th<! hours to be worked, nor was
there indicated the person to whom
Mr. Dirocco will be responsible.
As of this time, no provisions for
withholding income tax or making
other deductions have been made.
On this, as well as all matters
connected with his being hired, Mr.
DiRocco had no comment to make.

Debate
The RIC Debate Club will hold
open house Wednesday, October 6,
from 2 to 4 p.m. (free period) in its
new squad room, which is located
in Craig-Lee 233 (original wing).
Refreshments will be served.
At the party, the new topic,
which will be debated on every
college campus this year, will be
revealed. The reason that there is
only one debate question for the
whole year is that our team can

travel to any campus throughout
the country and debate this topic.
The newly elected president of the
Debate Society, Linda Lafrenaye,
and the Director of Forensics
Philip C. Joyce, commented that
this new topic is concerned with the
issue of the public's need versus
rights of every
the private
American. Everyone is invited to
come to the Debate Club's open
house.

Review
The Irish in myth, and in reality
as well, have always been, and one
could no doubt say they probably
always will be, a hot-headed, hotblooded race of fair-skinned
rowdies- a beguiling and enigmatic
people bred and brought up in the
ever-reviving consciousness of a
confusing but proud history, a
people who, at the oddest of times
seem to take few things in life, sav~
the Holy Mother Church and
glorious Eire, in an entirely serious
and sober way. They are a race of a
national
dual and conflicting
character; a character nurtured in
the ambiguity of a largely selfand as a
imposed caricature,
people of a passionate nature often
at odds with itself, they can be as
lively and irreverent as a riotous
pubhouse gathering of old friends,
or, at other times when the burden
and memory of their recent history
comes to darken their genial
countenances, as dark and forbidding as a winter's storm over
the cold Irish sea. The Irish- a race
of beguiling rogues and saints not
always entirely sane- are anything,
at any time, but dispassionate.
The greatest public and literary
exponent of the tumultous Irish
character in our age (or perhaps in
any age) has to have been Brenden
Behan- a giant backslapping
alcoholic in his time, a brilliant and

devastatingly witty Gipo Nolan; a
man who, in almost every conthe
ceivable way, personified
caricatured Irishman in all his
irreverence, his outrageous gustoaqd in his very intense humanitv.
Behan was an inscrutable rebel
virtually
given to upholding
nothing in life save the memory of
the glorious LR.A. and another
fistful of hearty Guinness Stout
laced with strong Irish whiskey (He
disliked capitalists on the whole
the Guinness
but pardoned
brewers of that crime, considering
them both fine Irishmen and even
finer patriots). He was a writer,
though a good part of the time
(because of his need for alcohol)
hardly a hardworking one, whose
works- from the autobiographical
Borstal Boy to his two acclaimed
plays, "The Quare Fellow" and
"The Hostage"- shine with admitted brilliance, and he brought
out the very complex nature, the
very charming and riotously endearing lightness and the dark
brooding intensity, of the Irish soul
perhaps better than any other Irish
writer ever did - including Joyce,
O'Flaherty, and O'Faolain before
him.
When Behan's second and last
play, "The Hostage", came before
.Lhe public in 1958 reaction was
(Cont. on P·. 5 l
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THEFINEARTS
SERIES
BEGINS
ITS1971-1972
SEASON
WITH
A RETURN
ENGAGEMENT
- BYPOPULAR
DEMAND
- OF

the EDWARD VILLELLA

DANCE ENSEMBLE
with
EDWARD VILLELLAand PATRICIA McBRIDE
AND COMPANY
ROBERTSHALL THEATRE

FRIDAY, OCTOBER8th at 8:15 P.M.
STUDENTS
FREE
WITHRICID - General
Admission
s3.00
Seating Capacity of Roberts Is 97 5 •

Last Year's Performance SOLD OUT!!

Number of Students, Faculty, & Administration Approx. 5,000 ·
First Come, First Served!

TICKETS
GOONSALE
10 A.M.MONDAY,
OCTOBER
4th
BOX OFFICE HOURS 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. MONDAY through FRIDAY (Or Until Sold Out)
Review

c (Cont. from P. 4)
mixed. The work was poorly
received in his native Ireland- a
pious wellspring
of Gaelic
criticism arose to find the play
both irreverent, sacreligious, and
offensive in its actions and frank
language. The English, however,
loved the play, oddly enough, when
it was presented in London later
that same year under the direction
of Joan Littlewood and "The
Hostage"
came to represent
England in the Theatre des Nations
festival in Paris- quite an unexpected honor for an Irishman who
made no bones about his intense
and everlasting cfislike for the
same Jickie benefactors who had
sent him to prison on several past
occasions ( the first time when he
was but 16-he was caught carrying
explosives for the local LR.A.)
On Broadway during the 1960-61
season the pJ.ay was generally well
received by critics and audience
alike, though a compendium of·
digested criticism might just have
read: "Great dialogue, but •no
play."
"The Hostage" is really not a
play of action or great dramatic
turns- it is not even a play of much
suspense, and the plot revolves (if
it revolves at all) around the
holding hostage of a young British
soldier by the LR.A. under a threat
of reprisal iHhe British in Belfast
carry out the intended execution of
an imprisoned Irish rebel. The
play, in all its many facets and
attitudes, is especially timely and
relevant at this moment- events
being what they are in a troubled
Northern Ireland.
Another writer of a different
temperament and training than
Behan might have done more with
the plot- especially
with the
climatic shoot-out scene in the end,
which happens so quick and
proceeds with such confusion that
the audience doesn't get the chance
to understand all that's really
going on until its practically all
over. But not the hard-drinking

Bors ta! Boy; he ends "The
Hostage" with a snap of his fingers
by having the hostage get in the
way of a stray bullet. A maudlin,
unconvincing piece of melodrama
for a convenient ending if ever
there was one. But just to set
matters straight in the end, Behan
has the just recently dead British
soldier stand up and sing "The
bells of death go tin-a-ling ... ", just
moments after the shoot-out in
Pat's shabby Dublin lodging housea bit of hearty singing that
everyone in the cast soon takes up
to end the play on the proper note.
The novelist George Meredith in
his essay on comedy could just
have easily been speaking about
Behan when he wrote (of the
English playwright Congreve): "A
plot was an afterthought with
Congreve."
Under the competent direction of
P. William Hutchinson, the Rhode
Island College theatre company
recently staged "The Hostage" on
Roberts Stage, and since this was
the first time th'at I have had the
opportunity to witness the group in
performance, the occasion was a
double delight for me- first, in
seeing such an excellent production of Behan's play (surely a work
of considerable complexity), and
secondly, in watching such a fine
company of players in action. I
have seen two other college theater
groups perform
in my timeFordham, which had bad theater,
and Providence College, which
seemed to have none at all; the
production of "The Hostage" on
Roberts Stage was in a different
realm of high competence and
executed style entirely.
Director Hutchinson has wisely
situated the audience in close,
surrounding intimacy near the
stage; he also has action going on
in a continuous and realistic flow
even through two intermissions,
and under his fine and subtle hand
the company of players perform
marvelously, with each of the
characters in the play drawn as a
beautiful and endearing vignette-

proof both of fine acting and of an
intelligent and successful handling
of the playwright's
material.
Several Irish accents admittedly
could have been better; so, for that
matter, could most of the solo
singing, but these are but minor
and even picayune points of no real
importance. And on the matter of
the confusing and melodramatic
shoot-out scene in the final act, the
problem must inevitably come to
_lie with Behan's own faulty
material and not with its execution
on the stage.
If Behan was not particularly
concerned with the turnings of a
closely
spun plot in "The
Hostage," he was very much

concerned with the presentation of
his numerous characters
and
especially with the dialogue and
language of the street that they
confront and ultimately come to
charm us with. He was a master
craftsman
of characters
and
language ever so much more than
he ever was with plot or action, and
it is in the former really where he
must come to rest his case as a
playwright.
Like all great Irish writers of this
century he takes his cue from the
Borstal street and from the corner
pub, and he fills the stage
throughout "The Hostage" with
song and dance, a few profane
expletives here and there, and with

The Hostage

a good deal of plain Irish fun
generally. And even without the
confines of a deepening plot to
induce a sense of dramatic
measure the play has its serious
and endearing moments- Behan is
not just a Gaelic clown out to show
us his wit at everyone else's expense. "The Hostage" should not
be taken too seriously as drama
perhaps- its author certainly did
not intend it that way it would
seem. But it should not be taken
just as comedy either.
The
characters Behan places on the
stage before us are too vivid, too
very human even in the most
detailed caricature, for that fatal
misconception.
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Youth Vote
by Kark Purnell

Margaret McCarthy
House Mother

.._,~,~
~a~
_.,

Gerry Suggs

(DNSI) State College, Pa.--Leslie Harkins, a 45-year-old
housewife with three children is
upset about the returning students
this year, Usually, she and her
salesman husband look forward to
the 25,000young people who pour
State
into the Pennsylvania
University in State College each
fall because, in her words, "they
liven up the town."
Now, she's afraid they'll destroy
the town.
Mrs. Harkins, like many citizens
of ·State College, is worried about
the impact of the 26th Amendment,
which lowers the voting age from
21 to 18 for young people across the
country.
"If these people can register and
vote here, they'll run the town,"
Mrs. Harkins says. She fears a
student-elected town council or
country government would raise
local taxes and act against the best
interests ·of the local residents.
There are only 7,000 registered
voters in State College which could
mean that if the students all
registered, they would outnumber
the local voting populace by more
than three to one.
Until this year, most students·
were not eligible to vote either
b,ecause they were under twentyone or because local laws
prohibited them from registering.
The county voting code insists
that students sign an affidavit
stating they will become permanent residents of the area and
will pay local taxes. That has been
sufficient to discourage would-be
student voters in the past.
Attorney
The Pennsylvania
General is expected to rule this
code unconstitutional. In 16 states
throughout the United States,
courts and authorities have held
that students can vote where they
go to school. If and when this
happens in Pennsylvania, State
College will feel the impact.
In other college communities

throughout the United States,
similar fears are being expressed
this fall about student voting. Even
in larger urban areas, close
elections will undoubtedly be affected by the new young voters.
Concern over the youth vote is
not restricted to those like Mrs.
Harkins who worry about the effect
on local elections.
The political future of President
Nixon himself may depend upon
the 11.3million people between the
ages of 21 and 18 eligible to vote in
the 1971presidential elections.
Of the half dozen or so
organizations now waging major
registration drives in the country,
almost all share one goal in
common--the defeat of Richard
Nixon.
Allard Lowenstein, a former
and
New York congressman
founder of the successful "Dump
Johnson" movement in 1968, has
spent the last eight months
voters
young
registering
"It's
throughout the country.
going better than we ever expected," he says.
organization,
Lowenstein's
called "Summer· Registration,"
claims to have registered 30,000of
56,000potential voters in one New
York county this summer. Similar
results were achieved in a massive
in
for registrations
drive
California.
Lowenstein tells his youthful
audiences that President Nixon
defeated Lyndon Johnson by
500,000votes. If only half of the
under 21 group registers, they still
will comprise five to six million
voters, he points out.
"That," he says, "is more than
enough to end the political career
of President Nixon."
Party registration figures lend
consupport ·to Lowenstein's
tention. Although the new voting
bill was signed into law by
Republican Nixon, the Democratic
Party may be the chief benefactor.

House Father

New Yearbooks

What To Look For in a Bike
Because bicycles and bicycling
are becoming so popular, the
recommendations of the American
Youth Hostels (A.Y.H., 20 West
17th St., New York, N.Y. 10011)
concerning touring bicycles and
equipment would be useful for
anyone who is interested in getting
involved in this ecologically sound
sport.
The specific bicycle type you
may want depends on what you're
planning to use it for. For just
around campus and town, almost
any type will serve. Even for short
trips within the 5-college area, the
bicycle type isn't crucial. But if
you might want to do some _day
touring or simply longer distances,
but especially for longer overnight
or real distance tours, the A.Y.H.
should be
recommendations
followed--they've had many years
experience in bicycling and their
conclusions distill much ex/
perience.

They mention in the 1971-72
A.Y.H. Hostel Guide and Handbook
four types of bicycles; Racing,
Club, Roadster, and Balloon tire
types. They don't recommend the
Racing (too specialized) nor the
balloon tire type (not flexible
enough--this is generally the type
kids have). They say the Roadster
type (30-40 lbs. leather or plastic
spring saddle, 26"x 11/4" or 13/8"
tube type tires at pressures of 50-70
p.s.i., 3 speed internal hub gear,
front and rear rim brakes, flat or
slightly upturned handle bars 16"
to 18" wide) is acceptable but that
-with experience you'll probably
want to move to a Club machine.
The Club or spots-touring type (2530 lbs., unsprung leather saddle\
clincher rim or light sports tire
with tubes 26" or 27" x 11/4" at 7090 p.s.i. pressure, 8-15 speed
derailleur gears, front and rear
center pull rim brakes, dropped
handle bars 15" to 16" wide with 4"
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to 5" drops and all metal pedals;
$75-$130)is that funny skinny kind
you see all over the place now and
which,combines the energy saving
aspects of the racing bike with a
somewhat sturdier frame for
heavier loads and is less expensive
than the racing type. With the
increasing popularity of bicycling,
manufacturers have come out with
all sorts of models, and the
categories A.Y.H. mentions have
become blurred so111ewhat; when
buying, look for the features
mentioned since the names or
categories aren't sharply defined.
When buying, A.Y.H. recommends
that when you stand flatfooted
astride the bike, if you can't lift the
bike more than an inch off the
ground (while you're astride the
frame, not the saddle, you have the
right size frame. It may seem awkward, but remember, you'll be on
the bike most of the time and the
frame size is important.
If you are planning· to cycle in
New England or abroad, joining
American Youth Hostels would be
good idea.

Rhode Island College is going to
have a new yearbook called the
"Exodus". It is in the planning
stages any and all interested
people should come up to the
Publications office, 3rd floor of the
Student Union any Wednesday
afternoon from 2-4, in October.
The Student Senate gave the RIC
Senior Class $10,000to prnduce the
new yearbook.
The new editor of the yearbook is
Alan Hochman. The entire senior
class gets their yearbook free
while all others must pay.

DIANE ANDRADE
Features Editor

CAROLLYDICK
Business and Advertising
Manager

DR. ROBERTW. COMERY
Advisor

FRIDAY
Entertainment!

& SATURDAY, OCTOBER l & 2

Janet Bucchi, Folk-Blues singer
Admission both nights, $1.00

FRIDAY & SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8 & 9
Paul Wild, Folk-Blues singer
·
• Admission, $1.00

Early registration figures indicate that 65% to 75% of the young
people signing up to vote are doing
so as Democrats. This represents
a sizable increase over national
figures which give the Democrats
44% of all registered voters, the
remainder being split almost
evenly between Republicans and
Independents.
While such figures give some
encouragement to Democratic
Party leaders, their significance is
te.mpered by several phenomena.
Among these are the traditionally
low turn-out of 21-30 year old
voters, the tendency of voters once
inside the voting booth to cross
party lines to vote for particular
candidates vr issues, and the
importance under the electoral
college system of the geographic
distribution of young voters.
Because of these and other
factors, White House politicians
working for Nixon's re-election are
not convinced the youth vote will
be decisive in the '72 presidential
election. They point out that
although five or six million new
young voters may go to the polls
next year, another 75 to 80 million
adult Americans will also vote for
a presidential candidate. Thus, the
18to 21 year old vote will represent
only six to seven per cent of the
total.
Although this percentage could
constitute a crucial margin, the
likelihood of a youth "bloc vote"
seems slight, particularly to those
who remember the strong support
given to George Wallace by the 2130 year old voters of 1968.
Predicting the eventual impact
of the youth vote is difficult at this
point, but that fact has not dampened the enthusiasm of several
organizations in their registration
efforts. Equipped with money,
know-how, and leadership, they
are dete.rmined to encourage
young people to register.
One active group, for example, is
Youth Citizenship Fund, Inc., a
non-profit organization which
displayed remarkable success in
voter registration last summer.
With twelve paid field organizers
and an office in Washington, YCF
is now preparing a massive
campaign in 305
registration
college towns throughout the
nation. .
"We like to center around the
colleges because they can supply
us with free office space,
telephones and workers," says a
staff member of YCF.
YCF will coordinate with student
leaders across the country the
instituting of court cases where
local election laws unfairly
discriminate against students or
young voters.
Although YCF officials hesitate
to make predictions, private
opin~onsof staff members are that
well over half of the eligible young
voters will have registered by next
year.
"We have the tools, now all we
need are the voters," says one
young member of the organization.
To people like Mrs. Harkins of
State College or President Nixon
this may come as unwelcome
news. However, as a newly
registered student at Pennsylvania
State University said recently, "At
least they'll have to listen to us
now."

HELP WANTED!
optime
or full
Spare time
portunity. Earn as much as $27.00
per thousand and up thru mail
service addressing and/or stuffing
or typed.
envelopes, hand-written
Guaranteed money making deal.
Send $2.00 cash or M.O. for complete instructions and list of firms
using these services to C&S CO.,
Dept. 971, P.O. Box 522, Harrah,
Oklahoma.
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SPORTS
Track
New Coach
Ray Hanlon joins the RIC
Athletic staff this year as the new
track coach. A native of Syracuse,
New
York,
Coach
Hanlon
graduated from Le Moyne College
in 1951.In 1969,while attending the
University
College
Galway
Graduate School, he wrote his
doctoral thesis on "The CrossCultural Implications of Validating
the Strong Vocational Interest
Blank".
Coach Hanlon has taught at
many prestigious institutions in his
coaching
career,
including
Providence College. He took the
P.C. Friars into the NCAA finals in
the mile and two mile running
· events, and his P.C. harriers won
the IC4A Cross Country title.
With Coach Hanlon's
fine
leadership, RIC may look forward
to a successful track season.

Dave Adamcik.

Anchorman Soccer Co-Captains
Lead The Way This Season

Cross Country
& Soccer
Schedule
CROSS COUNTRY SCHEDULE
1971-72

\

RIC Recreation Pro

The Rhode Island
College
Recreation
Program
will be
starting its season in a new home
located at the Whipple Gymnasium
under the leadership of John
Taylor. The hours of the recreation
drop-in center are Monday thru
Friday 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Evening hours begin the first week
in November. The hours will be
Monday thru Thursday 10:00 a.m.
to 9:30 p-.m. and Sunday 1:00 p.m.
to 4:00 p.m.
The p1mgram has retained some
of its old flavor, with such activities as the mountain climbing
trip to New Hampshirs taking
place this Saturday and Sunday.
Other activities
will be a
Homecoming Program of Cage
Ball Competition for all Freshmen
and Sophomores and a three-day
tennis tournament
for all interested people.
The intramural program has
received a new addition for all
interested women, with powder
puff football and soccer, which will
SOCCERSCHEDULEIM~72
take place during the activity
Sept. 18, Saturday - Western period. The men will have touch
Connecticut Home - 1:00 p.m.
football during Tuesday and
Sept. 24, Friday - Johnson State Wednesday activity periods and a
College Home - 3:00 p.m.
new Sunday soccer league will be
Sept. 'Xl, Monday - Providence started this year. Competition
Coll. Away - 3:00 p.m.
should begin around the second
Sept. 30, Thursday - Westfield week in October.
State Away - 3:00 p.m.
A big push is being made to get
Oct. 2, Saturday- Central Conn. individuals
into
individual
Away - 2:00 p.m.
programs such as slimnastics for
Oct .. 6, Wednesday - Fitchburg women, to take place at 11:00 a.m.
State Home - 3:00 p.m.
Oct. 9, Saturday
- Mass.
Maritime Away - 11:30 a.m.
Oct. 13, Wednesday - Eastern
Conn. Home - 3:00 p.m.
Oct. 16, Saturday - North
Adams State Home - 1 :00 p.m.
Oct. 19, Tuesday - Worcester
State Away - 3:00 p.m.
Oct. 21, Thursday - Salem State
Away - 3:00 p.m.
Oct. 30, Saturday - Barrington
Away - 2:00 p.m.
Nov. 4, Thursday - Bryant
Home - 2:00 p.m.

Sept. 21, Tuesday Mass.
Maritime Away - 3:00 p.m.
Sept. 25, Saturday-Triangular
Home. Johnson State, Keene State
- 2:00 p.m.
Oct. 1 Friday- Yale Away - 4:30
/ p.m.
Oct. 2, Saturday~ SMU Away_1:00 p.m.
Oct. 6, Wednesday - Triangular
Home. Fitchburg
State and
Eastern Conn. - 3:00 p.m.
Oct. 9, Saturday - Plymouth
Inv. Away - 1:00 p.m.
Oct. 16, Saturday - Boston Inv.
Away - 1:00 p.m.
Oct. 23, Saturday- Gorham Inv.
Away - 1:00 p.m.
Nov. 3, Wednesday - R.I. Small
College Meet at Barrington Away 3:00 p.m.
Nov. 6, SaturdaY, - NESCAC
Meet Away - 1:00 p.m.
Nov, 10, Wednesday - Westfield
State Home - 3:00 p.m.
Nov. 13, Saturday - NAIA Meet
Away - 1:00 p.m.

on Monday and Wednesday for
eight weeks starting on October
18th. Also a noontime activity
period of basketball on Mondays
and Wednesdays and volleyball on
Tuesdays and Thursdays will be
getting underway next week. This
is a drop-in type of program and
open to all interested individuals.
The individual conditioning lab and
the jogging program are aimed at
today's leading problem for men,
which is the cardio-vascular
system. It is hoped many individuals will take part in improving their personal fitness
area.
The recreation
program
is
providing many convenient services from a locker system and
uniform service to the loaning of
equipment ranging from bicycles
to golf clubs and tennis rackets.
Leisure recreational areas have
been designed to fit into many
students looking for things to do
during times when they are
waiting between classes. These
areas are the horseshoe pits,
boccia court, tennis courts and
even a four hole chip-and-putt
course.
We hope that the Rhode Island
College Community
will find
something
in the recreation
program that will meet their needs
and interest and take the time to
come up to Whipple Gymnasium
for good times and a chance to get
back in shape.

Soccer Season
Is Here

Ed Slipsky

SOCCER SEASON IS UPON US
COMEOUTANDSEETHEM

From The

SPORTS DESK
SANFORD TRACHTENBERG

WELCOME BACK, Anchor
sports Jans, to another exciting
season of Anchormen sports action. As sports editor of the Anchor,
it is my duty to see that all Anchormen sports receive the proper
coverage. To be able to do this I
will need help. As the year begins
the sports staff is small, and I am
sending out the usual call for help.
We need writers for fall and winter
sports, as well as for sports
features. Come into the Anchor
office and show your sports interest.
AFTER TALKING to some of the
coaches, I can see how optimistic
they are. The cross country team
opened on September 21. The
soccer team opened on the 18th
with a big openi,,ngday 4-2, win over

Western
Connecticut;
Frank
Tedino and Dave Adamcik, two of
last year's stars, led the way.
Basketball and wrestling seasons
open in December and, believe it or
not, they will soon be here. I am
making the promise that each
sport will be covered to the
maximum while it is in season.
I HOPE that you fans will give
me the help I need to keep this
promise. I also hope that you will
take enough interest to write to the
Anchor and comment on its sports
section.
LET'S HOPE for success on the
sports field for all our teams. Let's
see those stands filled to capacity
for every game.
LET'S GO, RHODY!!!

LOVERS OF RINGS

Josten's
Ring Company and Elaine Sans Souce (Rep) will be here
each and every Wednesday from 11 to 3 in front of the Bookstore
THROUGHOUT
THE SCHOOL YEAR. Or wr'ite: Josten's, Abbott Run
Valley Rd., Cumberland,
R.I. 02864. Tel. 333-6096.

WRITE FOR

THE
ANCHOR
Lowest Price On Gas

Vinnie
Duva's
Esso
Station
435MountPleasant
Avenue

SA VE 3e A GALLON
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